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In 1989, Dr. -- The Pittsburgh Press In her personal, comforting way, Dr. As a widow, Dr.
Brothers discovered herself emotionally lost and by itself, at sea within an sea of grief -- until
she handled her despair, overcame her loneliness, and, steadily, place her life back together
once again. Joyce Brothers describes the very real incidents and feelings that every female
who has resided through the loss of life of a partner will immediately acknowledge. Brothers
shares this intimate trip and offers the knowledge she's gained on the way. Milton Brothers,
passed on.In WIDOWED, Dr.Here's compassionate insight about confronting grief and loss,
dealing with the myriad emotions that bombard a widow, and handling the pain and self-pity
that ultimately lead to change. This is the book you can change to for support, power, and,
most importantly, a glimpse of hope."Crammed with good advice, generously coated with
legitimate compassion, WIDOWED can be must reading." Joyce Brothers's husband of more
than thirty years, Dr.
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Conquering Devastating Grief I very recently lost my husband. Began reading “consolation”
reads but unfortunately not one of them resonated in what I was going right through until I
came across this outstanding reserve written by one of America’s finest accomplished
women. There is nothing a cure-all but this reserve do help and it was an easy Sunday
afternoon browse. Her words epitomized my own personal suffering describing crushing lack
of a beloved spouse to malignancy.D. The publication addresses the wide variety of feeling
that a person will go through if they loose their mate. I would have loved to create her in
gratitude for starting her heart to women like myself. Her terms had been profound. When I
discover myself losing ground to grief I think of her and how she fought her in the past to
enjoying life. Comfort and support Dr. Brothers & her husband's life together, which was more
of an autobiography. Her insight and gentle communication was extrememly beneficial to me.
I just gave a duplicate to a pal who lost her spouse. A good source book for those coping with
grief of loss. The grieving process is the same as if one is widowed. We don’t realize how
horrible it really is for that person, until we become see your face. This book does a good work
pointing out all of the many sense that widows experience. Every person who has divorced, or
includes a adored one die, needs a copy of the book. You can blame all of your odd behavior
on your grief, and continue healing at your own pace. Only 1 who goes through this can
understand. So right now I maintain a copy of the book readily available to spread to other
close friends when one looses a mate. Actually, after being lately widowed, I was looking for
ideas and help. Joyce and Milton Brothers were soul mates and partners in existence. Joyce
Brothers' reserve Widowed is certainly comforting and supportive reading for a widow. When I
lost my husband, I go through everything I could to discover answers and comfort and ease.
She comes from a generation when times were different but she still hit on enough similarities
that I could relate and feel some relief. Even though Dr. Brothers lost her husband to cancer
and I lost mine to cardiovascular disease, it appeared to help me the most out out of all the
books that I purchased on grieving. I believe since it was the closest from what I'm going
through. The psychological somersaults, the "am I heading crazy" it touches upon just about
any fears, doubts or queries that you have going through your brain. It not only really helps to
clarify those emotions, it helps to solve them by letting the individual know those feelings are
normal and suitable. If you have lost your husband because of death, I HIGHLY recommend
her book. There is nothing a cure-all but this reserve did help and it was an easy Sunday
afternoon read Despite the fact that my experience was unique of Dr. Brothers's, this
publication helped me cope in the aftermath. Exceptional for grieving widows like me After
losing my hubby and just feeling totally lost, this book helped me to create more sense of it
all. Every page described in such a personal way the facts of her experience, posting with me
the reader her devastating emotional pain. As you examine it you will likely cry, and you will
feel better knowing it is normal to feel as you do. Dr. You always hear about someone
becoming a widow, and it sounds so common placed. Five Stars Great book. I found this book
very comforting to know that I had not been alone in the grieving procedure. Joyce Brothers
could very well be the best known psychologist on television and films." "Mama's Family
members" and many more. Brothers has offered. The "going it alone" with the increased loss of
your spouse and how everything provides transformed. She writes about her reduction with
honesty, candid, and truthfulness despite the obvious pain. Brother's book and passed it to my
sister when she dropped her spouse to cancer. So far, everyone I have given the publication
to, has had high compliment for Dr. extremely disappointed in this book I was very, very
disappointed in this publication. She too found so much comfort in the book. Brother's insite



which compassionate reserve. Joyce was also a human being who felt like the rest folks.
Unfortunately, Dr.S. Intetesting Good points from personal experience How Dr. Joyce Handled
Grief is a Course Act in itself! Dr. Highly recommended! She writes about her husband's habit
of smoking as a major source of contention between them before he got sick." "Frasier; I
personally have not had to experince being a widow, but when my dad passed away, my
mother told me that this reserve helped her so very much! This book chronicled the painful
lack of her beloved spouse, Dr. Milton Brothers, after 39 years of marriage. I felt that the first
2/3 of the book was the personal tale of Dr.After my mom passed on, I kept Dr. I bought a
copy of the book just after We divorced some years back. Joyce writes from the heart about
rebuilding your life and the loneliness in shedding your life partner. Since she was superstar
with a household name, Dr. I highly recommend it! Joyce noticed just how much she mattered
to various other widows in similar scenario. She has made a huge selection of tv appearances
on "The Tonight Display with Johnny Carson; Milton died of bladder cancer as a result of his
cigarette smoking habit. Ironically, Milton was an effective doctor in the medical field and
smoked when it was socially acceptable. Dr. Sadly, we lost her too as well. Her experience just
helped empathize with others in worse circumstance. Sometimes Dr. Since that time I have
purchased several copies to provide to friends who have just divorced or have lost a loved
one. Helpful for healing I found it helpful. Well crafted and readable and addresses most of
the issues of grief following loss of a partner. Has some practical information and advise to
follow when all seems mind-boggling.
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